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Prospects for computer applications in lawl
LALIT I3HASIN

Legal profession and administration of justice must keep pace with technological
advances made in all other fields all over the world. Modern technologyllas so fat not
been effectively applied in the practice of law and administration of justice except in
the western countries.
Year 2000 will be swiftly on us. That deadline gives us 11 years to accomplish
great tasks of reconstruction that have to be wrought if our legal institutions, and
particularly our courts, are to function as well as they must in order to maintain the
rule of law in' our conflict ridden and ever changing society. Today many nations, most
agencies of our governments and private industry have had long ,studies under way to
prepare them to cope with the future. Judicial systems are lagging behind in this
"systematic anticipation". The need for introducing modern technology in this fi~ld of
law and justice is beautifully described by Warren Burger in the following words:
"It may be worth more than a footnote, and help us to gain perspective, to
remember that when Pound spoke in this chamber many of the audience
came from the downtown hotels by trolley cars that had just replaced the
horse cars, and some perhaps came by horse and buggy. Where the parking
meters now stand were hitching posts fOi norses. The horses and buggies are
gone - even the trolley cars are gone - and men like Henry Ford, Louis
Chevrolet and the Wright Brothers have altered our lives drastically. Yet we
see that, fundamentally, the methods for settling disputes remain essentially
what they were in that day.
Perhaps what we need now are some imaginative Wright Brothers
law to .invent, and Henry Fords of the law to perfect, new machinery,"

of the

In recent years, we in India, are also experiencing more rapid and increased use
of the computers in commercial and other activities. The combination of electronic
data processing and innovations in communications systems now make it possible to
obtain information from a computer not only from one's own country but also from a
different place, including from another continent. The introduction of computers in
industry, commerce, administration, planning, communications or scientific research,
has had tremendous impact on decision-making. An enormous amount of information
and data become available to the person to enable him to arl1ve at a decision. While it
may be recognised that sophisticated machines like the computer, the word processor
1.
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and the photo-copying machine, may be used by the lawyers, the judges and
legislators in formulating the laws, in their search for precedents and search for
material and legal information, and for obtaining copies of judgments and other
relevant documents speedily, the fact still remains that the process of decision-making
by the individual judge or judges cannot be dispensed with. Nevertheless, with the aid
of these various tools of the modern age, judges can acquaint themselves with a wider
sphere of information and knowledge useful to them in arriving at just decisions at a
much faster speed and more accurately.
Today, information cannot only be stored, retrieved, communicated,
and
broadcast in enormous quantities and at phenomenal speeds but it can also be
rearranged,
selected,
marshalled,
and transformed.
This development
has
appropriately come to be known as the Information Technology Revolution. Until
recently, these activities were the sole province of the human brain. While creative,
judicious, moral and aesthetic choices are still best left to human mind, all the tedious
and mechanical mental processes can now be relegated to these accurate, f~t andtireless machines.
According to Shri R.S. Pathak, the Chief Justice of India, while speaking of the
use of ~odern technology in the public administration of justice, it should be
remembered that while the customary mechanisms and the tools adopted by the
judicial process, as well as by the legal profession, are old and relatively slow to
change, their clientele operates ip a rapidly changing technology-dependent
environment. Business enterprises and the organisations of society grow ever more
complex. This results in breaking down the required balance between the inputs (i.e.
the number of cases and controversies brought before the judicial process) and the
outputs (i.e. the number of cases and controversies resolved through the judicial
process) resulting in a corresponding accretion in the stress and burden of backlogs
and arrears. It is apparent that there is urgent need to adopt the new technology in
cowt management if the judicial process has to keep pace with the dynamic changes
in modern society.
The Chief Justice points out that the most critical application of computers in
the administration
of justice lies in court management and the maintenance of
reCords. Judicial resources, like any other, are limited and should be employed
~ffectively and efficiently. The present system of listing and constituting Benches
'elies largely on the skill employed in assessing the probable time of hearing in
ndividual cases and the ability to adjust rapidly to the changing and sometimes even
:ompeting, demands of the judges, counsel and parties for priority allocation and
leferment. These difficulties multiply in quantity as well as in complexity as the
luantum and the nature of the court's work expands. The computer is well suited to
lke care of these demands on the judicial process, and particularly on the Chief
ustices and key officials of the Registry of the courts. The memory of the computer
ill record details of the availability of particular Judges, the changing state of lists,
ad the composition of various Benches, and the requirements of counsel and the
arties. The computer's rapid processing ability can be used to re-schedule a list at
lort notice so as to take into account all these problematic factors. Orders and
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judgments are pent of the public record. Unfortunately, considering the volume of
work handled by our courts, it is not possible to trace unreport~d judgments easily.
Feeding them into a central computer and allowing access to these data banks would
be of considerable assistance to litigants and lawyers.
The present Indian Government is committed to take this country into the
"Computer Age". The outlook for India is sunny with cloudy patches. The Indian
presence in software is just beginning to be felt. One of the main challenges facing the
legal community would be the concept of legal protection of software.
Interestingly, India was one of the first countries, together with the U.S.A to
recognise the importance
of software protection statutorily, by amending the
Copyright Act in 1984. Japan, Australia, Germany and the United Kingdom, brought
in the amendment in 1985. France in 1986, Mdiaysia, Singapore and Taiwan in 1987.
This amendment demonstrated India's willingness to meet the challenge of the
computer age. The new computer age would require and demand varied skills from
the lawyers, who would have to develop new skills to meet the new challenges, for
instance, the skill of comprehension, rather thim interpretation.
It is of vital importance to the present day lawyers to be able to understand the
new computer language, if they were to meet the new challenges, inevitably in a world
when concepts are changing at a more rapid pace than ever before, the lawyer's
ingenuity would be employed, not only in testing judiciously the limits of applicability
of old concepts but of also developing what may be described as "New Law in New
Bottles". The most pertinent example is to be found in the Law of Infringement, viz.,
the concept of "substantial similarity". For the purpose of software protection, with all
i.ts attendant complexities and technical difficulties the quality and quantity of
similarity sufficient to be considered an "infringement" would be vastly different, as·
compared to the more conventional works of literature or music. For example iwa
case in the U.S.A., 18% similarity in the source Code was held to be an
"infringement". Another important development is the concept of "constructive
infringement" - the example given, of an Australian Court holding a University
having a Xerox machine in its library, guilty of "constructive infringement" is a telling
one. The need, indeed the obligation, to protect the confidentiality of software cim
hardly be overemphasized and has been recognised by the major industrial nations,
who have passed suitable enactments towards that end - e.g. the Data Protection Act
in the U.K., the Chip Protection Act in the U.S., etc. which recognise the dangyrs
inherent in transnational flow and place restri.ctions on the encroachment
of an
individual's right to privacy dlld define "new rights for new wrongs" - due to the new
wrongs being the persistent problem of software piracy ..
We are plunging headlong into a computerised society and each year computers
become more versatile and complex. Law officers· have computer outlets that can do
library searches. Judges too will be capable bf studying precedents in great detail, and
we Can imagine that an indispensable adjunct of the judge's bench will be a computer
designed to advise on any decision that must be made. In many cases the computer's
decision based on precedent will be more knowledgeable and perhaps more just than
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any that might be reached without the thorough information stored in the computer's
memory banks.
We might suppose that decisions reached on the basis of a computerised ~tudy of
legal procedures and precedents where both sides have equal access to the computer
and can see for themselves what the analysis of the situation is, would not be subject
to influence by differences in wealth or position amongst the contestants. Decisions
"without fear or favour" come within reach.
Computers

make it possible to analyse cases from a legal position in rapid detail

and the entire funct~oning of the courts will be irretrievably rcvolutionised:
At present, the courts in India are, if one may say so, with great respect, still in a
primitive stage. Competing lawyers need noLconsider results as inevitable. They can
wait for the opposition to make mistakes; theican hope for a judge to make a blunder
or for a jury to be hoodwinked. Virtually every case, therefo~e, is worth trying, for it
offers at least some hope for victory.
As pointed out by Mr. R.K.P. Shankardas, former president of the International
Bar Association, with computers in action, there will be increasingly little chance of a
mistake in legal strategy or tactics and a diminishing hope of unpredictability on the
part of the judge. Lawyers on either side would be able to predict, with far greater
assurance than toClay,just how a case will go - whether a client will be judged guilty
o~ not, whether damages will have to be paid and how much. Both sides pt{)bably will
have much the same information and each will realise that one side or the Olher IS at a
distinct disadvantage. The most economical strategy will be a quiet retreat for the side
that faces likely defeat.
As computers grow more elaborate and versatile and can cope better with the
complexities of law, jlfdgments and precedents, there will be fewer appeals, fewer
strategies of delay. There will be faster and shorter trials, more settlements out of
court, and, most of all, fewer cases brought to trial in the first place. In fact we might
go even further al1d suggest that there will be fewer cases of cutting corners or of
playing games with the law because there will be less chance of hoodwinking the
opposing counsel, or the judge. The litigiousness of the public will shrink rapidly and
the habit of obeying the law would take a much firmer hold.

* * * *

